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1.

Introduction
Computer Network is a collection of interrelated self-governing nodes. It
interacts with authorized nodes using well defined and mutually agreed set of rules
and conventions known as protocols, also allows resource sharing. The devices can be
linked in various ways different equipments available to connect them.
Over the past ten years, the world has become increasingly mobile. As a result,
traditional ways of networking have proven derisory to meet the challenges posed by
our new collective lifestyle. The movement is dramatically reduced for users
connected to a network by physical cables. Wireless connectivity, however, poses no
such restriction and allows a great deal more free movement on the part of the
network user. As a result, wireless technologies have rapid and huge acceptance
among user over the traditional "fixed" or "wired" networks.
The wireless network is the fastest emerging segment of the communications
industry. It has captured the attention of the media and the imagination of the public.
The exponential growth in cellular systems over the last decade and there are
currently around eight billion users worldwide. Indeed, cellular phones have become a
critical business tool and part of everyday life in most developed countries, and are
rapidly supplanting antiquated wire line systems in many developing countries. In
addition, wireless local area networks currently supplement or replace wired networks
in many homes, businesses, and campuses. Like all networks, wireless networks
transmit data over a network medium. The medium is a form of electromagnetic
radiation. [1] Many new applications emerging from research ideas to concrete
systems are wireless sensor networks, automated highways and factories, smart homes
and appliances, and remote telemedicine etc. The tremendous development of wireless
technology coupled with the proliferation of laptop and palmtop computers indicate a
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bright future for wireless networks, both as stand-alone systems and as part of the
larger networking infrastructure. Still, many technical solutions remain in designing
robust wireless networks that deliver the performance necessary to support emerging
applications.
Wireless Network requires the necessary consideration like wireless PC Card,
wireless Access points, DSL Router or wireless cabling and many more. The
challenging work for wireless networks is frequency allocation,

Interference,

Reliability, Security, Power Consumption, and throughput. The IEEE 802.11 family
supports medium-range, higher data rate applications, such as Ethernet networks, and
to address mobile and portable stations. 802.11 is the original WLAN standard,
designed for 1 Mbps to 2 Mbps wireless transmissions. [1]
Wireless technologies are the most important ones in current trends. This
dramatically changes computer networks, considering not only mobility, availability
and quality of service but also security. It is much more difficult to ensure security in
this type of network than in ordinary (wired) networks. Different mechanisms are
developed to provide the secure environment. Some protocols are developed to
provide effective encryption and decryption policies. Recently WEP, WAP and WPA
are used but they have some limitations. In the wireless network intrusion detection
and prevention systems are also developed to identify the intrusive activities
performed on the network. The intrusion detection is classified based on intruder type,
detection behavior and approaches used. This research work focuses on the one of the
intrusion detection approaches known as Anomaly detection in WiFi.
As per the current scenario, Data mining is used to identify the anomalous activities.
Data Mining is the non trivial process of identifying valid, potentially and
understandable patterns in the form of knowledge discovery from the databases or
artificial intelligence. The main aim of this process is to discover patterns and
associations among preprocessed and transformed data. Anomaly detection means any
significant deviations from the expected behavior are reported as possible attacks.
Data mining provides various techniques to find out the knowledge from the data.
Anomalies are some type of activities that would be performed by intruders.
Anomaly detection is the process of finding the objects that are not related to other
normal objects. Data mining provides unsupervised learning techniques to perform
behavioral analysis. Unsupervised learning is the method of grouping the data as per
behavior of data. It is also known as descriptive method. Clustering is one of the
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unsupervised learning techniques. Clustering works on the data directly no any
predefined label are required. Clustering also executes or gives the different groups as
per the user wants to generate. Clustering techniques generate the groups as per the
distance criteria among the data.
This research work is aimed to find out anomalous activities in wireless
network observing the large quantity network data. The methodologies used are based
on unsupervised learning techniques from data mining. The proposed model would be
helpful in research and other business areas such as finance, medicine, tourism etc. to
find out the groups according to some pattern.
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2.

Chapter Summary

2.1 Introduction of Wireless Network
Wireless networks function as the transport mechanism between devices and
among devices and the traditional wired networks. Wireless Network and Wired
Network have many differences. As per the current scenario Wireless Network usage
become very incredible over wired networks because of the facilities provided by the
wireless network. Wireless network offers primary benefits like Use Mobility, Rapid
Installation, Flexibility, and Scalability. A variety of standards and varying levels of
security features are available in Wireless technologies.
Wireless LAN technology is evolving with full of pace. Within just a few years
the industry has experienced the highest data rates provided by products based on the
802.11 standards journey starts from 2 Mbps (802.11) to 11 Mbps (802.11b) and now
to 54 Mbps (802.11a/g). [17] The Components of wireless LAN is Access Point, PC
Card, PCI Adapter and Router. Wireless LANs can be generally categorized into two
categories: ad hoc wireless LANs and wireless LANs with infrastructure. [16] The
users of wireless networks want the similar services and capabilities that they have
commonly faces challenges and constraints like Frequency Allocation, Security,
Mobility, and Power Consumption etc… [4] This topic also gives the details about the
key characteristics of WLAN and also shows the comparisons between different
802.11 varieties. [1] [5] The detail architecture of the WLAN is also discussed. 802.11
are sometimes referred to as "wireless Ethernet." The core elements present in Ethernet
are present in 802.11. 802.11 also provides different types of network services like to
distribute, integration, association, Re-association, Disassociation, Authentication, Deauthentication, privacy and MSDU delivery. Among these services only three of the
services are used for moving data; the remaining six are managing operations that
allow the network to keep track of the mobile nodes and deliver frames accordingly.
[1]
802.11 also support the mobility. Mobility is the major motivation for
deploying an 802.11 network. Stations can move while connected to the network and
transmit frames while in motion. 802.11 have been widely and rapidly adopted,
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security issues have continued to grab headlines. Network managers will undoubtedly
be asked to comment on security issues, especially in any wireless LAN proposals.
WEP and WPA have been fully broken and the IEEE is forging a successor to it based
on 802.1x. [1] The key to the 802.11 specification is the MAC. It rides on every
physical layer and controls the transmission of user data into the air. It provides the
core framing operations and the interaction with a wired network backbone. Different
physical layers may provide different transmission speeds, all of which are supposed to
interoperate. [4] [1] The challenges for the MAC are RF link quality and Hidden Node
Problem. Access to the wireless medium is controlled by coordination functions.
Ethernet-like CSMA/CA access is provided by the distributed coordination function
(DCF). If contention-free service is required, it can be provided by the point
coordination function (PCF), which is built on top of the DCF. Contention-free
services are provided only in infrastructure networks. [9] Carrier sensing is used to
determine if the medium is available. Two types of carrier-sensing functions in 802.11
manage this process: the physical carrier-sensing and virtual carrier-sensing functions.
[6]
This topic focuses on the basics of wireless local area network.

It

gives

detailed information about WLAN components and architecture. It also describes the
family of 802.11 Architecture and working of 802.11with MAC.
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2.2 Study of Security in Wi-Fi at present (WEP/WPA/WAP)
Wireless technologies are the most important ones in current trends. This
dramatically changes computer networks, considering not only mobility, availability
and quality of service but also security. Since most of the communications in the future
will use both wired and wireless networks on the communication paths, new hardware
and software technologies will be needed to ensure security. Among these, the
intrusion detection and prevention (IDS/IPS) technologies will have to be exposed to
the most dramatic changes [2]. As wireless communication and the Internet become
truly interoperable, users will want this communication channel to be secure and
available when needed. For a message sent using this communication channel, the user
expects assurance of authentication, confidentiality and integrity. [7] An Introduction
to Computer Security generically classifies security threats in nine categories of NIST
ranging from errors and omissions to threats to personal privacy. All of these represent
potential threats in wireless networks as well. Ensuring confidentiality, integrity,
authenticity, and availability are the prime objectives of all government security
policies and practices. [5]
As with wired networks, agency officials need to be aware of liability issues for
the loss of sensitive information or for any attacks launched from a compromised
network. Maintaining a secure wireless network and associated devices requires
significant effort, resources, and vigilance. [5] A wireless access point (AP) may be
accessed from off the premises if the signal is detectable. Hence wireless networks
require secure access to the AP in a different manner from wired LANs. In particular it
is necessary to isolate the AP from the internal network until authentication is verified.
The device attempting to connect the AP must be authenticated. The 802.11 standard
provides the means to satisfy these security requirements - validation of the access
device, user authentication and a secure channel. [7]
Basic three methods for 802.11 securities are used to secure access to an AP
and provide a secure channel. These are SSID (Service Set Identifier), MAC address
filtering and WEP security. [7] The most common WLAN security exploits are
Insertion attacks, Interception and Unauthorized Monitoring, Denial of Service (DoS),
Client to Client attacks, Brute Force Attacks against AP Passwords, Encryption
Attacks and Misconfigurations.
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As per Matthew Gast the author of “802.11 Wireless Networks: The Definitive
Guide”, seven major security problems related to the 802.11 wireless network standard
have been identified and some solutions have been proposed from the corporate point
of view is discussed in this topic. These are Easy Access to WLAN, Rogue Access
Points, Unauthorized use of service, Service and Performance Restriction, MAC
Spoofing and session Hijacking, Traffic Analysis and Eavesdropping and DoS
Vulnerability and other higher level attacks. [2]
The IEEE 802.11 specification identified several services to provide a secure
operating environment. The security services are provided largely by the Wired
Equivalent Privacy (WEP) protocol to protect link-level data during wireless
transmission between clients and access points. WEP does not provide end-to-end
security, but only for the wireless portion of the connection. The security services like
authentication techniques, privacy policy and integrity offered by 802.11 families. The
IEEE 802.11 specification does not, unfortunately, identify any means for key
management (life cycle handling of cryptographic keys and related material).
Therefore, generating, distributing, storing, loading, escrowing, archiving, auditing,
and destroying the material is left to those deploying WLANs. [5] Key management
for 802.11 is left largely as an exercise for the users of the 802.11 network. As a result,
much vulnerability could be introduced into the WLAN environment. These
vulnerabilities include WEP keys that are non-unique, never changing, factorydefaults, or weak keys. For that various security protocols are developed to ensure the
security like WAP Protocol Family, WEP and WPA with different authentication,
encryption and key size configuration policies. [15] [7]
This topic describes the security conventions implemented by wireless local
area network. It also explores the mechanisms of different types of protocols with the
detailed mechanisms used to provide better security with them limitations.
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2.3 Study of Intrusion detection approaches in Wi-Fi
Computer intrusion as a set of actions aimed at compromising the security
goals (confidentiality, integrity, availability of a computing/ networking resource).
Intrusion detection can be defined as the process of identifying and responding to
intrusion activities. An Intrusion prevention system (IPS) is software that has all the
capabilities of an intrusion detection system and can also attempt to stop possible
incidents. [23] An intrusion prevention system (IPS) combines IDS with a firewall, a
virus detection algorithm, a vulnerability assessment algorithm, etc. The ambition of
such a system is to manage both preventive and responsive actions against attacks on a
computer network. [2] An IDPS might be able to block reconnaissance and notify
security administrators, who can take action if needed to alter other security controls to
prevent related incidents. Because reconnaissance activity is so frequent on the
Internet, reconnaissance detection is often performed primarily on protecting internal
networks. [23] The key function of IDPS technologies are Recording information
related to observed events, Notifying security administrators of important observed
events and Producing Reports. Some IDPSs are also able to change their security
profile when a new threat is detected. IPS technologies are differentiated from IDS
technologies by one characteristic: IPS technologies can respond to a detected threat by
attempting to prevent it from succeeding. They use several response techniques like
IPS stops attacks itself, the IPS change security environment, or it may change the
attacks contents. [2] The following figure shows the classification of Intrusion
Detection System.
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Figure 1: IDS Classification

The components of IDPS are Sensor or Agent, Management Server, Database
Server and Console. The wireless network traffic is monitored by the wireless IDPS
monitor and analyzes its wireless networking protocols to identify suspicious activity
involving the protocols themselves. This section provides a detailed discussion of
wireless IDPS technologies. [23] Wireless intrusion detection systems can be divided
into misuse detection and anomaly detection. [2] The main problem with misuse
detection system is the distribution of the elements of the IDS for that three possible
approaches are used like Wireless IDS sensors and processors are integrated into the
access points, Overlay IDS with centralized processing and • Overlay IDS with
decentralized processing. [2]
A multilevel wireless IDS/IPS is uses agents on the hosts, sensors, an IDS
server and a reporting tool in order to combine host based and network based detection
in a wireless network environment. [2] This section focuses on the component,
architecture and objective of wireless intrusion detection network. The commonly
intrusive activities detected by the wireless intrusion detection sensors.

It’s also

focused on the key difference between wired IDS and wireless IDS. The wireless IDS
techniques are also used for the MAC spoofing, Rogue access points and for many
others. [30] MAC spoofing allows an adversary to assume the MAC address of another
WLAN node and launch attacks on the WLAN using the identity of the legitimate
node. A number of different techniques have been suggested to detect MAC spoofing
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activity in a WLAN some of the techniques are Sequence Number Monitoring,
Fingerprinting, Location Determination and Signal Strength Fourier Analysis [30]
This topic focuses on Intrusion detection and prevention system. It reviews the
usage of intrusion detection and prevention mechanisms and introduces recently used
mechanisms to detect or protect the wireless local area network intrusive activities with
its confines.
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2.4 Anomaly detection approach for intrusion detection in Wi-Fi
Anomaly-based detection is the process of comparing definitions of what
activity is considered normal against observed events to identify significant deviations.
The activities of intrusion detections are then noticed as anticipated or normal
behaviors of the monitored system, with intrusions defined as a variation of monitored
behavior from the baseline that system is known as anomaly based intrusion detection
system. This system does not require explicit signatures of security events. They use
probable or non-malicious behavior and elevate any variations from this behavior as
security events. [30] The anomaly based intrusion detection system can be classified in
two ways such as statistical models and specification based models.
The statistical modeling comes up to identify the events which are significance
to anomaly based system. In this approach variables and its characteristics are
deliberated in excess of certain time scales by the intrusion detection system and
statistically outlined to extend a baseline of normal or estimated behavior of the
observed computer system or network. So this modeling requires the training phase for
intrusion detection system to understand estimated or normal behavior of the observed
system. The Specification based models does not require any training phase instead the
expected correct behavior is overtly provided in a declarative manner. [30]
The potentiality of the anomaly-based IDSs are that they are competent of
sensing both existing and novel attacks without having to be reconfigured or updating.
Anomaly based intrusion detection systems ensign observed activities that depart
significantly from the conventional normal usage profiles can be defined as anomalies
or probable intrusions. [24] The main advantage of anomaly detection is that it will
able to find new intrusions without requiring any prior understanding of the intrusion
and disadvantage is that it may not be able to illustrate what attack is.
Anomaly detection technique presumes that all intrusive activities are
essentially anomalous. The following figure shows the anomaly based intrusion
detection system.
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Figure 2: Anomaly based IDS
Anomaly based intrusion detection system is used to differentiate intrusive
activities from the normal activities for that different anomaly detection techniques are
used which are classified into Statistical analysis techniques, Data mining techniques,
and Rate limiting techniques. The following figure shows the classification of anomaly
detection techniques.

Figure 3: Anomaly detection techniques classifications
In this research work data mining techniques are used to determine patterns of
system features that describes events and user behavior and compute a classifier that
can recognize anomalies and intrusions. For this wireless network log is used. Data
mining provides various machine learning techniques to find out unknown patterns
from the data. To find out anomaly behavior activities from the wireless network log
first perform preprocessing of the data. Pre processing of data means to find out the
missing values from the log, which are the most related attributes, perform dimension
reduction etc… After this Statistical analysis is used to prove the applied log is
statistically appropriate to perform further analysis.
This topic focuses on the anomaly detection approaches used by a wireless
local area network to identify intrusive activities. It discusses the recently used
approaches and how they work. This chapter focuses on the actual research approach to
the study.
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2.5 Unsupervised Technique for intrusion detection in Wi-Fi and its outcomes
Data Mining is one of the approaches which are recently used in networking
area. Data mining provides machine learning techniques to perform analytical
techniques. Data mining is up-and-coming with the key features of much security
inventiveness. Both the private and public sectors are currently increasingly using the
data mining. Many application domains use data mining. Data mining applications
initially were used as a means to detect fraud and waste, but have grown to also be
used for purposes such as measuring and improving program performance. Data
mining involves the use of sophisticated data analysis tools to discover previously
unknown, valid patterns and relationships in large data sets. The Data Mining tools can
include statistical models, mathematical algorithms, and machine learning methods.

In this research work the wireless network log is taken from the various access
points deployed at three different sites. The log traced for every day from March 2010
to December 2012. There are three files for each access point and for each day. These
files contain the information regarding the SNMP Packet transmission in wireless
network, the information regarding SNMP interface and the SNMP users’ information.
File names start with the name of the access point and suffix name of the file gives the
information about the information it stored. For ex. The access point name is amp01
then the file name for SNMP packet information is amp01.snmp, for interface
information regarding file name is amp01-interfaces.snmp and for users information its
name is amp01-users.snmp. So for the further processing on the data, one file is
generated with merging all the attributes which are very much helpful to accomplish
this research aim to identifying the anomalous activities. Approximate the file is
generated with more than 5, 00,000 instances. It contains the attributes like Site name,
day, Name, System up time, the moment at which packet is transmitted, number of
input and output packets from IP, SNMP, TCP and UDP.
After preparing the log for further processing of the analysis techniques first
statistical techniques are applied to the same file. The statistical analysis is used to
define normality and to define the prepared log is valid for the further analytical
techniques. In Most of circumstances normalized data can be extremely difficult or
impossible to obtain. Intrusion detection system requires the efficient unsupervised
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algorithms for intrusion behavior analysis and for better efficiency of unsupervised
algorithm normalized data required. The main purpose of factor analysis is to identify
important input features to build IDS that is computationally efficient and effective
development of classification techniques for unsupervised anomaly detection.
Data mining provides most accurate model but the model accuracy totally
depends on the data. It is very much helpful before developing model, first preprocess
the data. Data mining also provides a way to develop any analytical model first
perform data preprocessing which contain different processing such as data
summarization, data cleaning and data reduction. The following figure shows the
proposed model for this research work.

Figure 4: Proposed Model
In this research work, the data summarization and data cleaning is done using
the different statistical techniques. For data summarization, descriptive summarization
measures like mean and standard deviation is applied. It gives the positive result. In
this research work for data cleaning process data missing or noisy data avoidance also
tested and ignored. This log also applied for normality test. On this log ANOVA the
statistical technique is applied. ANOVA is much useful for both parameters (scoring
data) and non parametric data (Ranking or ordering data). ANOVA is also useful to
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compare attributes of these different groups which means of measures something for a
specific period of time in a single group. So in this research work, to identify some
activities perform on the same network is measured. The following figure shows the
results of ANOVA applied to wireless network log.

Figure 5: ANOVA Test result
The next step is to perform data reduction. Different data reduction and
dimensionality reduction methods are available and as per the objective they applied to
data to identify which attributes affect more each other and which attributes are not
much helpful for this research objective. In this research work feature construction is
performed using factor analysis. Factor analysis is a collection of methods used to
examine how basic constructs manipulate the responses on several measured variables.
Factor analysis is done by two types: exploratory and confirmatory. Exploratory factor
analysis (EFA) attempts to discover the nature of the constructs influencing a set of
responses. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) tests whether a specified set of
constructs is influencing responses in a predicted way. Factor analysis is performed by
examining the pattern of correlations (or co-variances) among the observed measures.
Factor analysis mainly performed to identify essential attributes or factors that
enlighten the correlations among a set of initial features. Factor analysis is one of the
data reduction statistical methods which discovers a number of factors that enlighten
the variance empirical in a large number of variables. It also used to generate
hypothesis concern with fundamental causally related mechanisms to identify Co
linearity so it’s prior to performing a linear regression analysis.
Factor analysis is a statistical technique used to identify a relatively small
number of factors that can represent relationships among sets of many interrelated
variables. It reduces the attribute space from a larger number of variables to a smaller
number of factors. Factor analysis generates a table in which the rows are the observed
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as raw indicator variables and the columns are factors that explain as much of the
variance in these variables as possible. The cells in this table are factor loadings, and
the meaning of the factors must be induced from observing which variables are most
heavily loaded on certain factors. The factor loadings are the correlation among the
variables and factors. [39]
In this research work factor analysis is performed on this log for factorize the
attributes that means to find out which attributes are closely related so the effectiveness
of the attributes for each other is controlled. So after applying factor analysis it gives
two factors this denotes that which attributes are dependent. This gives the results as
the number of input output packets from which protocols are closed related to the time.
The factor analysis is done on this using the KMO statistics. The results which
are shown in figures getting by performing feature construction methods gives
information that the network traffic using TCP differs than other protocols IP, UDP
and SMTP. So the packet transmission using with these three may be Co related. So
it’s useful for further analysis using unsupervised learning for anomaly detection. The
main result of the factor analysis is measured by scree plot and the result of the scree
plot for this log is represented by following figure.

Figure 6: Factor Analysis Result (Scree Plot)
The scree plot is a useful way of establishing how many factors should be
retained in an analysis. Eigenvalues represent the amount of variance accounted for by
each factor. As per the primary analysis, the scree plots and the eigenvalues over 1 lead
you retain the same number of factors then continue with the analysis with proper
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direction. At this stage, the applied network log is statistically proved to apply for
further analytical techniques of data mining to develop analytical model.
Data mining exploits a discovery approach, in which algorithms can be used to
scrutinize several multidimensional data relationships concurrently, discovering those
that are unique or frequently represented. Many Organizations provide data mining
tools to survey different user work oriented information and gives analytical results to
interpret so these tools reduce fraud and waste of time to assist in developing
algorithms for research. The ideal model is given by the algorithms as per the error rate
and accuracy given by them. Some observers suggest that data mining should be used
as a means to identify terrorist or intrusive activities, such as money transfers and
electronic communications, and to identify and track individual terrorists or intruders
themselves. [35] The data mining provides supervised learning techniques as well as
unsupervised learning. Supervised learning means to provide labeled classes to further
knowledge gathering process. The unsupervised learning techniques are not depending
on any labelized classes and processing the data for knowledge gathering as per the
behavior of the data. The classification is the supervised learning technique and
clustering is the unsupervised technique of the data mining.
Anomaly detection means any significant deviations from the expected
behavior are reported as possible attacks. Data mining provides various techniques to
find out the knowledge from the data. Anomalies are some type of activities that would
be performed by intruders. Anomaly detection is the process of finding the objects that
are not related to other normal objects. Data mining provides the techniques to find out
such a group or classes as per the requirement and the usage of the work. Classification
is used to classify the data gathered from the different collected data. Data mining also
provides another technique that is clustering. Clustering is also used for grouping the
data as per the behavior of the data. So data mining techniques are useful to find out
the groups or classes. These classes or groups are useful to differentiate the other
dissimilar groups as per the predefined labels or the behavior of data. Unsupervised
learning is the method of grouping the data as per behavior of data. Clustering works
on the data directly no any predefined label are required. Clustering also executes or
gives the different groups as per the user wants to generate. Clustering techniques
generate the groups as per the distance criteria among the data. There are different
distance measure methods are available to count the distance amount the instances.
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Different clustering provider tools use different distance measure of grouping the data.
The accuracy of the results depends on the algorithms that uses which types of
statistics used to measure the distance between instances and the representation of the
cluster characteristics.
K-Mean Clustering is one of the clustering techniques. K-Mean algorithm is
developed by J. MacQueen in 1967 and then by a J. A. Hartigan and M. A. Wong
around in 1975. This algorithm is used for grouping the instances based on features
into k number of groups. The grouping is done by minimizing distances between data
and the corresponding cluster centroids. The general process of the K-Mean is shown
in below figure. [38]

Figure 7: Process of K-Mean Clustering
Clustering is the data mining unsupervised learning technique which is used
with wireless network to detect the intrusive behavior of network activities. To apply
clustering the applied wireless network log is statistically ready to perform further
machine learning unsupervised technique. In this research work, Microsoft SQL Server
2008 which provides Business Intelligence Development Studio is used to perform
analytical services. There are many different data mining tools available to perform
data mining algorithms. For this research work, WEKA, Tanagra 3.6, and SPSS also
have tried but compare to these tool BIDS of MS SQL Server provides ideal model.
Among this tool is best suited for especially statistical analysis and one is specially
research tool. Weka is Open source but it's can't give a better model for lengthy and
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complex data. The BIDS of MS SQL Server provides effective data mining algorithms.
The one of is Microsoft Clustering algorithm. This detaches applied data into
intelligence groupings. The Microsoft Clustering allows more flexibility because it’s
working with a more content type like continuous, Discrete and more types as input
and configure appropriate method to create clusters. The Microsoft Clustering is not
generally used for prediction purpose but it’s majorly used to discover out natural
groupings from the applied data. This algorithm provides more flexibility for
configuring the method of grouping. The mining structure and model is one of the
results given by BIDS to display the designing model and the attributes which selected
for inputs or for key parameters for the algorithm.
The Microsoft Clustering provides four types of cluster views. These are
Cluster Diagram, Cluster Profile, Cluster Characteristics and Cluster Discrimination.


Cluster Diagram: The Cluster Diagram demonstrates all the clusters that are
used in Mining model.

Figure 8: Cluster Diagram for Wireless Network Log
The strength of the similarity of the clusters represented by the shading of
lines connected among the clusters. The light shading the clusters denotes that
these clusters are not very similar.
The clustering of the BIDS is more flexible because it uses EM, KMean and scalable or non scalable methods of grouping. The Cluster diagram
shows the characteristics of each and every cluster. The strength of the
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similarity of the clusters represented by the shading of lines connected among
the clusters. The light shading the clusters denotes that these clusters are not
very similar. So as per this model of Cluster diagram cluster number eight,
nine and ten represented by light shading so they have instances that is not
much similar to the others. So the instances belong to those clusters show the
anomalous activities. The cluster number five six and seven represented by
average shading so it’s interpreted as the instances of these clusters are
suspicious. The remaining clusters are purely highlighted so they have normal
behavioral instances. The model gives 15% density which is accurate by
calculating the ratio of the number of instances in each cluster with the overall
instances in the log. So it gives the ideal model to identify each and every
instance of the log statistically.



Cluster Profile: The Cluster Profile provides the information about the
clusters generated by an algorithm for applying log.

Figure 9: Cluster Profile
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This profile displays each attribute, together with the allotment of the attribute
in each cluster. An Information Tip for each cell demonstrates the distribution
statistics, and the column heading displays the cluster population. The
continuous instances are represented by diamond chart and discrete instances
represented by color bars that shows the standard deviation and mean for each
cluster. The Histogram bars option can be in command of the number of bars
visible in histogram. The bars of highest importance are retained, and the
remaining bars are grouped together into a gray bucket.


Cluster Characteristics:

Cluster Characteristics provides the facility to

show the statistics of each cluster instance as per the selection list chosen by
the user. The overall characteristics and its possibilities shown in following
figure.

Figure 10: Cluster Characteristics
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This statistic shows the strength of the selected cluster. The instance of the
selected cluster is represented by the variable column and the value state of the
instances statistics display in value column. The last column shows the
probability that the attributes that will appear in clusters.


Cluster Discrimination: The Cluster Discrimination is used to compare the
instances between two clusters. Select the two clusters which comparison you
want to analyze. The instances which are contained in clusters are represented
as variable and its value state that defines the associated instances range to
define the importance and the key differences. The last two columns display
the bars to represent the favor of selected cluster instances.
The following figure shows the cluster discrimination for applying log.

Figure 11: Cluster Discrimination

The graphical representation of the mining model is Lift Chart which is used
to analyze the scope or to make further improvement in the model. The improvement
measure compared against the randomness guess and the measures the change in terms
of lift score. It determines the idleness of the model which measured by the percentage
of the cases in the data set would benefit from applying the model’s predictions. The
following figure shows the lift chart for applying log.
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Figure 12: Lift Chart

As per the applied log lift chart, It shows the model accuracy with the
statistically generated score as 1 and it's defined as this model is the ideal model for the
prediction. Lift Chart is also used to compare the accuracy of predictions of multiple
models that have the same instances. This shows the overall accuracy of the generated
model.
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2.6 Future Scope for the extension of research work
The proposed research work is useful to categorize the activities performed on
the wireless network. It also conveys the extension of the research work and its future
scope. It shows the how to extend this current proposed work to provide model for
more accurate detection of anomalized activities perform on network which is harmful.
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) have nowadays become a necessary component of
almost every security infrastructure. In this research work, data mining techniques are
applied to identify the anomalized activities.
This model will develop using unsupervised learning techniques of data
mining. For more specification based results, Sequential clustering also useful because
it monitors the states between values. On this log for analyzing more reactive behavior
of the wireless network or user activities other different analytical techniques of data
mining are useful. If the time series analysis technique of data mining applied to this
log then it analyzes the frequency of occurrence time of anomalous activities.
The model will extended using the different approaches to make it more
effective. Swarm Intelligence (SI), a relatively new bio-inspired family of methods,
seeks inspiration in the behavior of swarms of insects. The unique characteristics of SI
make it ideal for this purpose. More speciﬁcally, Swarm Intelligent techniques aimed
at solving complex problems by the employment of multiple but simple agents without
the need of any form of supervision to exist. Every agent collaborates with others
toward ﬁnding the optimal solution. [37] Clustering-based intrusion detection
algorithms, clustering using a simple distance-based metric and detection based on the
centers of clusters. Swarm intelligence can deal with the unknown intrusions
efficiently in the real network connections. So the extended model works effectively
for real time network by using this approach. [36]
By dealing with real time activities performed on a wireless network, the
intrusion prevention system will developed to restrict this type of activities.
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